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Doizaki's resignation official;
Lori Kennedy new ASUOP pres

EXCHANGE i s

By Sharon Fox

nd the Conver-

Paeifiean Editor-in-Chief

ram.

Former ASUOP President Keiji
U.S. students are

Doizaki's resignation became effec-

: in this program

[ivethis

week as Lori Kennedy, t'or0ASUOP Vice-President, assumed
i the opportunity |trduties as President.
conversational
Kennedy attended her first
:arn more about ySUOP senate meeting as President
participants, in Tuesday where she announced that
opportunity to Doizaki would not make an ap
1 about people pearance because of a "family
he world.
igned to provide

re available at
enter Room 110
jy, February 19,
nation, contact
om 1 - 4 p.m. on
.days at 946-2246
nternational Ser-

emergency."
Doizaki was scheduled to submit
formal letter of resignation at the
meeting.
However, Doizaki's resignation
I, formal, said Kennedy, because he
id not meet a requirement to mainiain a minimum of 12 units per
semester in order to keep his position
is president. Kennedy said Doizaki
only received 11 units of credit last
semester.
"I'm really busy, 1 can't believe
ii," said Kennedy of her new
position. The Raymond-Callison

junior plans to run for President in
the March 6 and 7 ASUOP election.
Other candidates so far are
Baynes Bank, Paul Vogelzang, Rod
Key and Vincent Orange. Petitions
for both president and vice-president
are due in the ASUOP office Mon
day.
ln commenting on Doizaki's
resignation, Kennedy said, "He in
stituted a lot of changes for the events
center. Basically, he was instrumen
tal in changing it from a big gym to a
real events center.
"He ran the office very well and
there were no major personnel
problems," she added.
On the article on Doizaki in last
week's Paeifiean, Kennedy said,
"Everybody 1 talked to thought he
resigned because of the break-in, but
that's not the case at all.
"He resigned because there's a
new rule that you have to maintain a
certain CPA and complete 12 units,
and he only had 11 units," she con

tinued. "Also, people thought he
was breaking in to change his grades,
but that's not true."
Kennedy went on, "Ralph
Saroyan had his (Doizaki's) grades,
and the administration had nothing
to do with his resignation, otherwise
it certainly wouldn't have taken seven
weeks."
In other action at the senate
meeting, Raymond-Callison student
Rick Brew was voted in as acting
chairman of the senate. Brew will
assume the position previously held
by Kennedy in regard ro chairing the
senate meetings.
Although there is no provision in
the ASUOP constitution to replace
the vice-president, Brew may be
named to the position at the senate
meeting Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the question of what
will be done with Doizaki's left over
salary of about $300 for the month of
February is still under speculation.

Dach Martin Burt
sonally, 1 dont
'ill do it (approve
for a football

.

The University's decision to
close the Feather River Preparatory
at the end of this academic year is
meeting with some opposition on the
prep school campus.
The school, formerly managed
by Board of Regents member Bob
Long of Long's Drugstores, was of
ficially taken over by the University
in January 1977 with hopes that im
provements could be made on the
small campus.
Paul Fairbrook, UOP's financial
liaison to the prep school, cited
finances as the reason for the closure.
"The school is having financial
problems. We have looked over the
situation. It needs a lot of repair and
improvement.
We did receive a
CETA grant, but the spending is like
a bottomless pit. It is beyond our
ability to support it."
Headmaster of the prep school
Bill Hoffman said he could sym
pathize with the University's concern
over finances, but went on to point
out that the $91,000 loss reported by
the University was cushioned by other
sources of revenue.
According to Hoffman, when
the Board of Regents agreed to take
over the prep school in 1976, the
University received $125,000 in stock
from Tom Long. A $25,000 CETA
grant along with University funds of
$30,000 in 1977 and $36,000 in 1978
have been put into the Feather River
school to total the $91,000 figure.
"The University report on finances
doesn't mention the cash received
from the stock," said Hoffman.
Enrollment is another major
consideration.
Feather River was
urged to up enrollment in order to
bring in additional revenue. Accor
ding to Hoffman, Fairbrook told him
that the school would have- to be
closed if not enough students were
recruited.
Fairbrook has also pointed out
that the small living facilities limit ex
In order to reach a
pansion.
maximum enrollment of 95 students,
an 8,000 gallon water tank would
have to be built to meet safety stan
dards, before additional housing

could be built.
Hoffman says that the school is
currently supporting itself through
tuition and fees, while even managing
to bring in a small profit with its
current enrollment. "Our sprinkler
system is fully approved for 65
residents. At the moment we have 64
students , 62 of which live on cam• pus."
In reference to the University's
request that Feather River up enroll
ment, Hoffman notes that the current
figure of 64 students includes 15 new
students this semester "who came up
in spite of the fact that we're having
to close this year."
The University plans to sell the

.

"Letters of Rain": Everyday life in poetry
By Tracy Riddle

uture.
• position of the
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ie said.
Martin Burt discovered four
',{ars ago that writing poetry helped
fisfy a need to express himself.
The Covell Junior recently
some of those writings in
"Letters of Rain", a collection of 57
tas published last summer in his
Wland of Paraguay.
"A friend of mine said that he
'ould give me a book that he had
'Wen in exchange for some of my
*0rLi" Burt said. "Some time after
a' my work appeared in a literary
®®8azine in Paraguay. From that
®°®t on things just worked out and
i°0n we had my book published."

being abandoned like a shell."
Burt was raised in Asuncion the
capitol city in Paraguay. He is the
third of six children. His parents are
both university graduates. Burt feels
that this influence has encouraged

fascinates me with its cities, streets,
cafes and parks. I am an urban child
and I feel I can talk about the city.
Many cities are going through a stage
of abandonment, and I find it sym
bolic to see structure created by man

Burt speaks about all parts of his

*rite in conversational style, he
Rain and the urban scene are
°ntmual topics in his writings.

The rain to me is like a woman
'8- It is full of symbolism and is

:k fo'

Inside this week

Photo by sandy Simmons

facilities will save nearly $10,000 a
month during the summer, and he
estimates the cost of the project to be
about $160,000. The new wells have
apparently been supplying water to
the University for about two months
now, but more work remains on the
project including landscaping the
three-fourths of a mile strip where
new pipe was laid.
Crumb said the project was started
following the failure a year and a half
ago of the well located in Burns
Tower.

By Cindy Aberley
Paeifiean Staff Writer

KUOP's phone lines were jammed by concerned listeners "oft
the air" Saturday morning for two days, following a breakdown in
the station's transmitter located in Burns Tower.
The transmitter failure began at 11:30 Saturday morning and
continued until noon Monday, when programming resumed at a
very low power level. Presently, KUOP is functioning on part of
the transmitter, which enables the station to be only heard within
the Stockton area.
"We basically know what the problem is," said Michael Tur
ner, station manager at KUOP, "but the real problem is actually
pinpointing the trouble spot and finding the necessary replacement
part."
Evidently the part that is required for the transmitter to return
to functioning order is not easily attainable, since it does not
normally fail. The part is generally used in the construction of new

See back page, col. 3

peaceful time for me, con-

'8 thoughts of everything being
down.
The urban scene

See back page, col. 5

Breakdown closes KUOP

Someday Burt would like to have
his poetry published in English.
"Right now I am lacking in the
time," he said. "My first priorities
are classes, so poetry must come
second."
Since the publication of "Letters

'n "Letters of Rain." "1 am 'n~
tes
® ted in transmitting things from
eryday lif
e as simply as possible

v.ery

him to become more intellectually
aware. In Paraguay he graduated
from both American and Paraguayan
high schools.
Burt came to UOP two and a
half years ago. He was recruited by
Elbert Covell College. "I am grateful
to the University for this wonderful
opportunity," he said.
After
graduate school he will go back to
Paraguay to work in Public Ad
ministration. "I hope to help in their
development process."
Since coming to UOP Burt feels
that his writing has been greatly af
fected. More than half of his years
writing have taken place here in the
U.S. The famous works of Ginsberg
and Whitman have had a big influen
ce on him.

THE TRENCHES by the
University Townhouse Apartments
and the tennis courts have been filled
recently and the trenches by the
Pharmacy School will be filled soon
as the University's water development
project reaches its final stages. Ac
cording to landscape architect and
consultant for the project Don
Crumb, a new well has been
developed near the Pharmacy School
and another well has been reinstated
near the Townhouse Apartments.
Crumb expects that new water

school "possibly to a realtor, another
school, or a church-related organiza
tion," says Fairbrook. "It is," he
continues, "the duty of our Board of
Regents to look out for the best in
terests of the University, and thus to
maximize the money that we can get
out of it."
Administrative assistant at
Feather River, Colleen McKeown
said, "The decision was made on a
dollars and cents basis. Not many
people from the University have been
up here to see the good we are
doing."
McKeown described the unique
atmosphere povided by the school's

V

transmitters.
Since Saturday, a number of UOP engineering students and
local broadcasting engineers have been working continously to
correct the problem according to Turner.
He added that an automatic phone answering service had to be
installed Monday in the Burns Tower office of the station to cope
with the constant calls from concerned listeners.
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planning by ASliOP is
„„ proposed campus

racque"baH courts closer
being a reality* Seepage^

to

UOP Freshman Bill Canihan is
one of the top ten alpine skiers
in the west. See page 6.

former Stocktonian Dirk
Hamilton will be appearing in
concert tonight at 8 p.m. in
Long Theater.

opinion
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Half a security
service doesn't count
"Sorry, we missed your call," was the response

Doctor'
Advice
By

received

By Dr. Werner

when inquiring where the UOP campus security office on duty

pacifican

Cowell Health 0
Director

was
It was 11:30 p.m., one and a half hours after a call had been

Rayixl°nd'5
OU Schedh

placed to security asking that an officer come to the Pacifican of
ice to check out noises that had been heard downstairs.

P'

In the call, it was elaborated that no one should have been on
he two floors

below the Pacificon's third floor,

North Hall, of-

ice because the floors were vacant.
However the message was construed, this much is clear: if
hat call had been an emergency, security would have been too
late.

The above scenario is a common occurence and one that

new Security Chief Norman Askew would like to change.
According to Askew, C-Com, the dispatching service used
iy campus security, also dispatches for ambulance companies,
ow truck services, a C-Com security service and tor the

Pepsi-

Cola man."
Askew would like to see a 24-hour dispatch service used ex
clusively by campus security at UOP.
The new security chiet

listed other items he feels are

lecessary to run a "good public safety operation.
f irst, he wants to buy two new patrol cars to replace the old
Mies which, he says, cost more to operate because of their conditibn (the cars are former California Highway Patrol vehicles).
Second, Askew wants all security officers to go through

Law students aren't concerned
about justice, says Nader

raining at a police academy. And finally, he wants to hire three
new security officers to bring in the total uniformed officers to
eleven. Askew says that would make the ratio of officers to cam
pus population about 500 to 1.
While the Pacifican realizes that the University has some finan, ial problems, security should be among the top priority items for
inancial support.
After all, without safety both for individuals and property,
vhat else is there?
Further, the Pacifican contends that a security service that is
inly half-equipped is actually less efficient than no security ser
vice at all.

—————

1979 economic prospect
possible rationing of gas
Dr. John P. Carew
Department of Economics professor

By

The American people are facing an extremely unpleasant
economic prospect in the Spring and Summer of 1979. The
discomfort stems from events on the other side of the world,
namely, the revolution in Iran.
The possible consequences are the severe curtailment of
discretionary driving, home heating or cooling and in the extreme
case, gasoline rationing.
Energy experts have been predicting such disruptions in the
normal tempo of American life for several years now. Government
leaders, in deciding the President of the United States, for the past
few years have warned of possible severe oil shortages.
As recently as last Monday, President Carter felt compelled to
state that Americans must become vividly aware of the reper
cussions of the revolution in Iran.
In effect, the U.S. is no longer independent of other countries
for its supplies of mineral products, including oil. However, this
condition of international interdependence has only slowly entered
the consciousness of the American public.
Nevertheless, the U.S. now has a new Department of Energy
which studies and tries to deal with the new domestic and inter
national energy realities.
Recently, the Secretary of the Department was quoted as
predicting closed gas stations on weekends and again the spectre of
gas rationing. A frequently quoted figure has been two gallons a
day.
How has all this come about? Part of the answer lies in the
failure of the U.STpttblic to believe that the problems are severe
enough to warrant their full response or support.
Another part of the answer follows from the growing
realization that, while the United States has large oil reserves, we
still are dependent on foreign sources for our extra needs.
Over the last decade or so we have become extremely sensitive
to even small reductions in the flow of oil imports.
By sensitive it is meant that even small changes in our oil sup
plies can lead to immediate large-scale changes in our necessary
responses to political events such as occurred in Iran this past
week.
And earlier this week, we hear once again an embattled
President of the United States pleading for voluntary conservation.
Drive at 55 m.p.h., keep the thermostat at 65 degrees and limi*
discretionary driving, etc. However, there does not appear to be
much confidence that the American people will respond to pleas
for voluntary conservation.
Apparently few people seem to be in favor of government con
trols or rationing in this area, but we can safely hazard a guess that
even fewer think that voluntary conservation will be effective.
Another economic difficulty for the United Stated indirectly
relates our energy problem to our balance of payments deficits.
For example, the United States has long been fortunate in
having the Shah of Iran as a "client" in the sense that this govern
ment was willing to purchase, or exchange United States arms for
Iranian oil almost on a barter-like basis.
This is now over and United States officials must worry that
the loss of an off-setting return flow of United States dollars in
payment for Iranian arms will add further to deficits in our balance
of payments with the rest of the world.
The result could be a further weakening of the United States
dollar and an addition to our inflation woes.
One may enter an optimistic note in closing. Our neighbors to
the south in Mexico have discovered large oil deposits or reserves
and President. Carter is off to visit .them next week.

somewhat friendlier review, labeled it
CPS — "We worry too much
'"mild."
about crime in the streets, and not
Nader's campus speech, though,
enough about crime in the suites—the
is considerably more forceful than his
executive suites," mourns Ralph
written law school study. He says
Nader.
Harvard is not the only law school
On a national speaking swing
that neglects what he sees as law
through college campuses, Nader is
schools' most important task:
telling law students that lawyers and
the legal system service high-paying
cultivating a sense of injustice in their
students. Without that sense, Nader
clients, and are not primarily con
cerned with justice. Only 600 of the
believes, lawyers will not know how
nation's 400,000 attorneys, he says,
to seek justice.
are practicing "public interest" law.
Law professors are bright, but
So Nader has turned his atten
terribly narrow and conservative.
tion to his profession, cranking up
He places the blame for the
what he calls the Equal Justice Foun
profession's "insensitivity" directly
dation. The organization of young
on their shoulders. "Their is no such
lawyers will be trying to change the
thing," Nader counsels, "as a nolegal system. The goal is to make the
fault professor."
system more responsive to the needs
As a result, as law professor
of ordinary people.
Roger Fisher once wrote in a famous
To get the organization
critique of legal education, a change
going, the consumer advocate has
in students' attitudes becomes ap
been speaking to packed law-school
parent as they progress through law
audiences, asking the students to live
school. "I would guess," Fisher
up to their ideals, and commit their
wrote, "that among entering firstmoney to the new foundation.
year students, a high percentage
Most recently at the University
would express interest in public ser
of Michigan Law School, Nader con
vice, in politics...in making the world
demned major aspects of legal
a better place. I would venture...that
education and practice. He referred
among the third-year graduating
frequently to his own training at Har
students this percentage is far less...Is
vard Law School, charging it was the law school also a school in
primarily devoted to learning to solve
cynicism?"
the problems of rich people and cor
Nader obviously thinks so, and is
porations.
asking those same third-year students
Last year, though, Nader's other
to enlist in the Equal Justice Foun
organizations sponsored a book
dation. To join, they must pledge
called "The High Citadel," a study
one percent of their salary for at least
of Nader's alma mater. The book
a year.
was criticised by the "New York
Once they do, they'll draft and
Times" as "timid and shallow."
lobby for legislation, work on
The "Los Angeles Times," with a
"critical" law suits, and research

Wayne State confused
by Bakke decision
CPS — All professional
graduate schools have had a difficult
time trying to modify their admis
sions procedures in light of the U.S.
Supreme Court's ruling in the Bakke
reverse discrimination case.
They have had to speculate just
what the court meant in allowing
Allan Bakke into the University of
California-Davis medical school.
Then, after drawing
up
guidelines that no one really
knew complied with the Bakke ruling,
there were the inevitable controver
sies stimulated by people who
protested the new procedures were
unfair to either blacks or whites.
Wayne State University's Law
School was no exception. It prepared
new admissions guidelines last sum
mer, circulated them among faculty
members, and listened to various
protests from not only the faculty,
but from community groups.
The ensuing debate was long,
and in November the faculty ap
proved a new set of guidelines that
was substantially different from the
ones the administration had
proposed.
Then those guidelines
were challenged by a group of current
and former Wayne State law stu
dents.
The faculty proposal eliminated
the schools's practice of, in associate

dean Arthur Lombard's words, ad
mitting students "predominately on
the numbers."
Applicants were admitted accor
ding to their grades and their Law
School Aptitude Test (LSAT) scores.
There was a separate pool of ap
plicants considered for "special cir
cumstances."Such applicants could
not, under the old procedure, com
prise more than 10 percent of each
class.
While the classes were anywhere
from 12 to 14 percent minority,
Lombard says they were chosen on an
"ad hoc basis" and only "about five
percent" of the students were admit
ted under "special circumstances.
We were arguably out of compliance
with Bakke."
Under Wayne State's new
guidelines, admissions are ad
ministered "as a single process."
Seventy-five percent of the applicants
are still primarily chosen by num
bers, but 25 percent of each class is
chosen from a "discretionary pool '
of applicants.
Grades and LSAT scores are still
weighed while sifting through ap
plicants in the discretionary pool, but
are "tempered by a number of ad
ditional factors," like "membership
in a preferred minority group," age,
and early educations in segregated

various public interest law issues.
They will, Nader promises, be a force
against the legal profession's
dominant orientation toward cor
porate power.
As examples of possible projects,
the consumer advocate mentioned the
selection of judges, expanding the
domain of consumer class action
suits, and fighting secrecy in
regulatory agencies.
He claims more than 160 stu
dents from 17 law schools have
already joined the foundation, but
makes no secret of having bigger
things in mind.
He envisions a
national organization with local
chapters all over the country.
A few years ago, in a similar
vein, Nader traveled campuses
proposing college-based public in
terest groups (PIRGs). There are
now PIRGs in 23 states. The largest
is New York's group, which employs
100 full-time professionals, mainly
scientists and lawyers.
Nader concludes his campus
talks to law students by asking them a
series of questions. "What sort of
law practice would you seek,"
he wonders, "if you didn't have to
worry about money? At what price
can your professional life be bought?
How much more justice will there be
in the world because of you?"
He then passes out sign-up sheets
to the audience.
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and History, his Bachelor of Divinity
in 1960 at Concordia Theological
Seminary, his Masters Degree in 1963
at Washington University in
Literature and Philosophy, and his
octorate in 1970 at the University of
Chicago in Literature and Religion.
Besides living in India, he has lived in
Africa, studied Homer on the island
of Crete, spent his last sabbatical in
1977 in Ireland, studied philosophy at
the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland and tavelled around the
world twice through the Callison
overseas program.
Concurrent with his Com
parative Literature, poetry, and
modern Literature classes at UOP,
Schedler also works with fourth
through sixth graders in the Stockton
School District through the Poetry
in Schools Program which is funded
by the National Endowment for
Humanities. He said that working
with children is a "whole new
world." He said also that a lot of
children who can't spell well or who
are afraid of language can really open
up and use their imaginations to write
poetry.
Besides his teaching, the
professor attends many poetry con
ferences and workshops throughout
the state. "I am amazed at how many
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Waking before dawn fully rested
I putter in the kitchen and wait for the sun
the newspaper, the water to boil.
Fire, water, air, a place to sleep
these simple elements attend me
they keep me sane, minimal.

The
publication
of
Dr.
Schedler's book was aided greatly by
William Stafford, whom Dr. Schedler
met and worked with last July at a
poetry workshop in Port Townsend,
Washington. Stafford, who won the
National Book Award in 1963, was
very impressed with Dr. Schedler's
works and recommended that he have
them published. An editor of Wampeter Press of Green Harbor,
Massachusetts, was shown Dr.
Schedler's poetry and immediately
accepted it for publication.

The morning air whistles through the wheels
as I pedal past meadows of fog
watching for early morning headlights.
Back in the house, I'm fully rested
and nowhere to go. I listen to Bach
and write myself this poem.
It is minimal. Like a lemon on the tree,
like a cat on the bed, a word on the page.
We will all be here tomorrow after dawn.
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$200°° Scholarships
for Women

Advertising Man#

Other favorite poets of Dr.
Schedler's
include
Theodore
Roethke, Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
Denise Levertov, W.D. Snodgrass,
and William Stafford.

The water boils, the sun rises
the news never changes
I skim the headlines and read the editorials.

Dr. Schedler's plans for the
future include more books of poetry
and he suggested also that perhaps

Schledler

RAINBOW RECORDS
7616 Pacific Ave.
In the Hammer Ranch Center Next to Breuners
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477- SUMMER JOBS IS ALASKA High
abound classroom paypay, S«00.2000/mo„,h.
Parks.
fisheries, and more. How-, where to
get jobs. Send $2 to Alasko PO Box
2480Goleta, CA93018

I Tioht for money?

Eat for free.

|T'Bh

a hasher for a
Become
t__evenings at 946-9216.
Call Brent-

Bat. 10.5 e 951-6933

Looking for Mandarin Chinese tutor,
preferably with experience, to tutor at
intermediate level. Call Joyce at 4632397.

I Workers needed for Faculty/Course
.
c Call 946-2304 or stop by
KTofc Baonisrcr ,07.
I Preference for C.O.P- students.

omd-wamm
830 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
(Behind the Islander)
Open M-F 10-6, Th. 10-9,

Good to 2/28/79

"Classifieds

liyiusual arut

I skis for sale, $50 need minor tune-up.
I Cat, Rob: 462-5342 eve.

Victrola (cabinet model), 1904
patent, plays 78's, works well,
$250.00, Red at UOP paint shop,
refinished.

Photo by Mike Allen

KUOP could incorporate a short
poetry reading section once a month
on their program for UOP's aspiring
poets' works to be heard.

Much of his poetry, Schedler
says, has been influenced by poet
Gary Synder. Synder, who is on the
California Arts Council, spent many
years in Japan, which affected his
poetry. This, in turn, has helped to
style some of Schedler's poetry into
Haiku form for which he won a first
place award from a Haiku magazine.

Waking Before Dawn
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Ray/Cal professor Gil Schedler

poetry writers there are in California.
The small journals are alive and well.
The critics point out that most of our
lively poetry is in the journals," he
stated.
He went on to say that
through teaching and going to the
conferences, he has been put in touch
with more and more poets, and they
come from all walks of life.
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ASUOP is currently exploring
the possibility of building new
racquet ball courts on campus.
According to John Warren,
ASUOP
Business
Manager,
everything is still in the planning
stage.
Tentative plans include
building either three or four courts at
a cost of approximately $100,000. A
location has not yet been determined.
Warren explained that one of the
reasons for building a new racquet
ball facility on campus is so students
could take the racquet ball class on
campus and not have to pay the $40
court fee to play at Quail Lakes. He
also stated that current use or the
present racquet ball court indicates
enough student interest to justify
building a new facility. Warren con
tinued, saying that three to four
hours would be set aside each day for
. classes and the rest of the time would
be open for recreational use.
Students would be asked to pay a
court fee of $1.00 or $1.50 for recre
ational use, but those taking the
racquet ball course would not be
charged a fee as they are now. The
revenue would be used to pay for the
mortgage on the facility and for
maintenance.
Warren
stated
that
ap
proximately 15% down is needed to
start the project, which will probably
be allocated out of ASUOP funds.
The rest of the money would prob
ably be borrowed based on projected
student revenue.
According to Warren, this is the
first time that ASUOP has endorsed a
project of this magnitude, and in turn
they are asking for an endorsement

by the students. Oncfe the plans are
finalized and presented to the
Senate, they will be placed on the
ballot in the upcoming ASUOP elec
tions. He further stated that it is ex
tremely important that ASUOP know
they have the support of the students
before a commitment is made.
Once the project has been endor
sed and the finances aranged, Warren
said the new racquet ball courts
should be completed by spring 1980.

ATTENTION:
PHARMACY STUDENTS

ONE FULL YEAR S
FREE
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A monthly newsletter of
financial news and ideas!
Mail this coupon to:
Planning Ahead
41 Yokuts Suite 212
Stockton, CA 95207
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Address:
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PROGRAMS
PLANNING
COUNCIL
Blow It Up at

YOU'RE INVITED TO

LONDON
1979-80

^eLEARNi^
• Business in the British University System
• Drama with the Staff of
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts
• Fashion Design and Merchandising
and many otherTraditional Programs at University of London Colleges
(e g. London School of Economics, Queen Mary, Kings)
in fully-furnished, centrally-heated flats in SaKensington
Reservations available for one semester or for a full year.
vs^RSVP^^
to the long-established, fully-accredited, coed program

TheU C Dark Room

STUDY ABROAD, MARYMOUNT COLLEGE,
TARRYTOWN, N.Y. 10591 (914-631-3200)

Stockton Costello misses his man
Feb. 16. 1979

The Pacifican
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Kung Fu returns to the screen
By Scott Cherney
Pacifican Staff Writer

Deriving itself from Japanese
samurai epics, the martial arts en
tered the international film scene
early in this decade and has slowly
petered out since then due to lack of
innovation, though becoming a genre
in the process. ' The kung fu film
genre has maintained a basic for
mula: two minutes of story for every
twenty of punching and kicking. The
martial arts in cinema have not
reached the realm of legitamacy—un
til now.
From seemingly out of nowhere
comes Circle of Iron, a fantasy com
bining both Zen philosophy and kung
fu, which turns out to be a refreshing
change of pace from the norm.
Based upon a story by Bruce
l.ee, James Coburn, and screen
writer Sterling Silliphant, the picture

(originally titled: 77?e Silent Flute)
tells the tale of a man's journey to
spiritual enlightenment in a mythical
land, facing perilous trials of strength
and knowledge along the way. Cord,
the main character, believes that
brain-over-brawn is his only course,
until a blind flutist teaches him other
wise.
While this all sounds rather
pretentious, director Richard Moore
keeps the film moving at a reasonable
pace, never overdoing either the
philosophy or the kung fu.
A
highlight of the film
is a eerily
executed encounter between Cord
and Death. Moore's staging of the
fighting is rather obtrusive, however.
Too many close-ups spoil the flow
and, consequently, the feeling of
these particular scenes.
Portraying four separate, diverse
characters, David Carridine struts his
stuff, proving that he is an underated
actor of the highest degree. He has

wisely chosen not to replay his role
from the TV series Kung Fu and exer
cises a naturalness that is a pleasure
to watch.
In other roles, Eli Wallach
delivers yet another finely honed
characterization, though Jeff Cooper
has problems as Cord the Seeker.
More depth would have been
benificial for elevating his perfor
mance from mediocrity.
Filmed in Israel, Circle of Iron
boasts sensous cinematography by
Ronnie Taylor and a haunting
musical score provided by Geoffrey
Mu.
This is obviously not a film for
the masses, indicated already by its
short run at the Stockton Royal
Theater (one week) and previous
drubbing by several critics. Circle
seems destined for cult status and
may, hopefully, find its own audien
ce.

Count Basie stuns Stockton
By Dale Johnson
Pacifican Staff Writer

An apprehensive yet calm
audience, and an empty grand piano
anxiously awaiting its master. Expec
tations were high, and those expec
tations were not left hanging.
As the small, quiet figure
of
Count Basie entered the illumination
of the stage lighting tensions peaked
and the audience responded in a stan
ding ovation. It seemed odd that
such a minute, quiet character could
generate sueh intense, spontaneous
energy.
Yet when the sound known as
jazz emerged from the 16 musicians
at his mere glance the reason was ap
parent. The flawlessly performed
straight eight chart instantly remin
ded us of why we were—there for
good, clean, tight JAZZ.
The Count's orchestra treated
the audience with sounds you don't
hear too often. Old favorites like
"One O'Clock Jump," "Sunny Side
of the Street," "Shiney Stars" and
more.
One major disappointment was
the lack of enthusiam of the band
members. It was almost as if they
could sleep through the music.
However, a movement of the Count's
finger or a simple facial expression
seemed to bring the written note to
life.
: Throughout the concert the or
chestra showed off its individual
talent via several original charts and
excellent improvization, including
solos by four saxes, three trumpets,
basis!, and a uncommonly superb
bone solo by Danny Turner. A major
highlight was a 4 minute solo by
drummer Chester Holland. Holland,
the only Caucasian in the band, elec
trified the audience with his en
thusiam and wit. It seemed as though
his set fit him like a well worn shoe.
Bill Basie has entertained, like he
did at Delta College last Friday night,
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Goodbye Girl

Sand°e

music is for the people. if^JJ
realize this and fails to ^
people into account in his lives/
his current wave of popular 6
soon dwindle to a ripple.
While walking out of the Th
a few die-hards were running J
front of the hall calling f0r Pe !
stay until they were satisfied. >
yelled, "He'll be back!" ('
disgruntled follower looked at
and remarked, "Yeah, next
*
maybe."

"Down with Elvis!" "Elvis go
home!" "What a ripoff!" These
were among the shouts heard at the
Berkeley Community Theatre after
the Elvis Costello concert last Friday.
The audience was disappointed,
disillusioned, and openly hostile
toward Costello — all for valid
reasons.
b„nt
hu
Costello, the only British new
wave artist to establish a solid com
r
mercial footing in America, played a
££ with this mockery of a show.
45-minute set composed of material
from his new album, "Armed For
ces," and some new songs yet to be y
released. Although the audience en
joyed the newer material they had ex
pectations of hearing tunes from the
first two Costello albums, the angry, I
rebellious songs that attracted them
to Elvis in the first place. The expec
tations were never met.
Costello completely ignored his
first album, "My Aim is True,"
bypassing his trademark songs such
Friday, February 16
as "Allison," "Pump It Up/' and
the classic "'mystery Dance." He
Option
paid almost as little attention to his
i second album, "This Year's Model,"
'
playing only two cuts from the disc.
After the second song from this
album, "Radio Radio," Costello and
the Attractions left the stage, the
house light went on, and the crowd
Jr. Voice: Amber Jorgensen — Conservatory Au .

nT,

SINGLR/SONGWRITKR DIRK HAMILTON will appear in concert tonite
Uop's l ong Theater. Hamilton, a native of Stockton, is frequently compared to
Morrison and Bob Dylan. He has recorded three albums, his latest recorded on
"Meet Me at the Crux" is labeled his best to date. The concert is co-sponsored
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Saturday, February 17

discriminate aga

Quilt Exhibition — U.C. Gallery
Athletics are a gc
Black American Art Exhibit — FOTAD Gallery
Carried too far.
ASUOP film — "Goodbye Girl" — U. Center Theater
6.00 & 9.00p.m,
Sr. Theory/Composition Concert — Larry Groupe
Conservatory Aud8:15 p.m.

Sunday, February 18
The
"Good-bye
Girl,"
starring Richard Dreyfuss and Mar
sha Mason will be showing at the Uni
versity Center Theater this weekend.
Richard Dreyfuss won "Best Ac
tor" of 1977 for his efforts in this
comedy.

Dance tryouts
The Pacific Dance and Electric
Company, University of the Pacific's
performing dance company, will hold
open auditions for pieces to be
presented in their Spring Concert.
Auditions will be Wednesday
February 21 at 8 P.M. in the Ander
son Hall Dance Studio at UOP.
The company is planning the
concert for May 5, 1979, in the Con
servatory Auditorium.
Ap
proximately eight choreographers will
be casting their pieces on the 21st of
February. Experienced dancers are
preferred; however, there are parts
for inexperienced dancers as well.
For more information, call Karen
Friend Bradley at 946-2210.

ASUOP Film: "Goodbye Girl" — U. Center Theater- 3:00, 6:00&9:00pi
Sacrament of Reconciliation — Morris Chapel — 7:00 p.m.
Mass — Morris Chapel — 8:00 p.m.
pg

Monday, February 19
Washington's Birthday Celebration
MECHA Meeting — Program Planning Center — 8:00 p.m.
Newman Executive Council — Newman House — 7:30 p.m.
Air Hockey Tournament — Deadline for signup in Information Booth
Black American Art Exhibit — FOTAD Gallery

Tuesday, February 20

Mary Ted we
Callison): Nc
there any tale
get in? 1 dor
dards are too

Campus Recruitment — Bonniville Power — Placement Center — 9:00 a.i
to 5:00 p.m.
ASUOP Senate Meeting — U. Center Redwood Room — 5:00 p.m.
Sr. Organ — Tina Spriggs — Conservatory Aud. — 7:00 p.m.
Black American Art Exhibit — FOTAD Gallery
Folk Dancing — Elbert Covell Centro — 7:00 p.m.
UCPC Tuesday Night Film Series — "Bonnie and Clyde — U. Center The®
7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
Air Hockey Tournament Competition begins

Wednesday, February 21
Campus Recruitment - Upjohn Co. (Pharmacy) — Placement Center»
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Band Frolic
The fifty-first annual band frolic
will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Friday,
February 23 and 7:00 p.m. on Satur
day, February 24 in the Conservatory
Auditorium. Tickets are $3.00 and
are available in the Conservatory box
office.
This year's band frolic will be
held in memory of Robert "Pop"
Gordon, the originator of the annual
event, who passed away in December
of 1978.

UCPC Improvisation — U. Center Rathskeller — 9:00 p.m.
Asian Alliance Meeting — Redwood Room — 7:30 p m
Pacific Dance & Electric Co. Dance Auditions - Anderson hall Dance Sw#
— 8:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 22
Black American Art Exhibit

• FOTAD Gallery

- Mike Fids -Conservatory Aud. - 7:00 p.m.
TJJLT.,.. ANNETTE Johnson - Conservatory Aud. - 8:15 p.m
Thursday Night Film Series
Theater - 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
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What's happening

Air hockey
Sign-ups for the spring semester
Air Hockey tournament will be taken
until February 19 in the information
booth. Competition begins February
29. All games are to be played in the
games room. Trophies will be awar
ded to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place win
ners.
AT AGE 74 COUNT BASIE is still one of the leading musicians in the jazz
WOrld-

Photo by Michael Nicholson

tor over 50 years and is currently one
of the only "old school" big bands
left.
More progressive ensembles
such as Kenton's, Rich's, and Ellis'
have left Basie and Ellington to reign
over what unfortunately is almost
only a memory.
Now becoming an almost yearly
event, Basie's Sacramento valley tour

will lead him this year to Los Angeles,
Hawaii, and finally Australia.
Those jazz enthusiasts who
missed the Count's performance can
only join me in the hope that this kind
of royalty will visit the Stockton area
again. To quote the Count's final
words, "We wanted to let you know,
we love you all. We'll be back!"

Play in Rat
"Comings and Goings," a
kaleidoscope of short scenes playing
out variations on the theme of the
human love relationships, will be
presented in the Rathskellar on Wed
nesday, February 21 at 9:00 p.m.

Outside the city limits
San Francisco/Bay Area

South Lake Tahoe

Ferrcnte & Teicher,the popular
pianists, will perform on Saturday
February 17 at 8:00 p.m. in San Fran
cisco s Masonic Auditorium.
The Grateful Dead will appear i„
concerl on Saturday, February ,7 2
8:00 p.m. tn the Oakland Coliseum
i-S'S been3 held

.h™„gh Pebruary
Theater in San Franciso.

P'3S

S'nger Al Jarreau and special
guests The Pat Metheny Group»
ill be appearing at the Santa el
Civic Auditorium on Saturdav
February 17 at 8:00 p.m. This will ^
Jarreau's only northern cSifnI
aPPearance during his tour
*

Country singer Roy Clark A
appearing in Flarrah's South y
Room through February 20. J
John Denver will be at
February 21 through February^
See Lou Rawls anci hli
guest Kip Addotta at Del ^
Sahara Tahoe Hotel and CUrfebruary 16 through 18.
Coming to Sahara's petfl4
23' through the 25th is the
Cruise Band.
. Stockt°n's own Ninth C-re0j,
T" be at South Lake Tahoe'ShJ
b°lel and ca*"o Park Tahoe iA
F<*ruary24.
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I know. ..for those who want to know
By Thomas Anthony, P.H.D
Dear Doctor Anthony.
Last
week, my roommate of three years,
who is a liberal arts major in his
junior year, came home and told me,
as well as the rest of the dorm, that he
was dropping out of college.
Moreover, he said it would only, be
realistic for me to consider to get a
new roommate for next semester.
Where do I go for help? What can 1
do?
Answer: Just listen to your old
pal Doctor Anthony. Many students
quit college to pursue other interests,
only to return years later to pursue
still more interests. Maybe your mate
of your room has realized that for a
liberal arts major his chances of
receiving a job after graduation are

[ 'ooked j
eah, next

n (Senior, COP): If we
athletes, we will have to

very slim due to the cut back of
government jobs, so why not get a
jump on everyone else and start
selling shoes now instead of after
graduation.
What I recommend is to have
your roommate take a penetrating
look at himself and determine if he
truly wants to quit that fantasy land,
college. Have him interview himself,
(note: have him refer to my article in
vol. 48, no. 23, for it points out what
an interviewer is looking for in an ap
plicant) then prepare a synopsis of his
own past college career, his qualifi
cations and goals. Have him decide if
he really does want to go to the real
world.
To help him decide, have him
answer these questions.
1. Do you want to work for

Dead Lett

3rd floor, North Hall
Campus mail.

Julie Reiter (Junior, Elbert Covell
College): Only if they are special, if
they can prove their usefulness to the
school.
Definitely academic stan
dards should be one of the factors in
their admittance, but-they should
receive some sort of trial period.

u <& y;uo p.m.
servatory Aud

postcard

^ Wetterholm (Sophomore, Conjr,atory): No. They should have to
j,£ei academic standards like
j,ery0ne
else, otherwise, we
discriminate against non-athletes,
ilhletics are a good thing but can be
oarried too far.

(Senior,

Raymond-

No, 1 don't think so. Are
there any talented athletes who can't
get in? 1 don't think academic stan
dards are too high.

Callison):

The Kamikaze
4 Parts Vodka (100 proof recommen
ded)
1 Part Lime Juice (Rose's Recon
stituted)
1 Bottle Aspirin
Ice
The men of UOP's own SYM
know that when it's time to party
down there is only ONE drink: the
Kamikaze. To prove you're no light
weight, combine vodka and lime juice
in a large, ice filled tumbler. Let mix
ture chill three to five minutes, strain
into shot glasses and slam 'em down.
CAUTION: Novices are advised not
to slam more than 10 per hour. (Save
the aspirin for the morning, you
might need it).
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NEED
Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis

MONEY
Become a hasher
for a fraternity

Mary Tedwell

Do you want to know because you
know you don't know? If the an
swer is yes, instead of no, send a three
by five card to (Please print) I know,
Pacifican, 3rd floor, North Hall,
Campus mail.

Drink of the week

N\ArVi* MitcWelio*
Co NilWvtllOtN^'4^
A*>A 5o«

Glen Albaugh (Golf Coach, Physical
Education Department): I definitely
feel we should have talent exemptions
throughout the campus—for athletes,
musicians, theater people...We
shouldn't lower present standards but
we should investigate the feasibility
of changing procedures. And it's
even more complex than that.

on Booth

Do you want to know because you
know you don't know? If the answer
is yes, instead of no, send a three by
five card to (Please print):
I know

Pacifican

By Tom Willie

Center 9:00

somebody five days a week for eight
hours a day when you could take four
classes which meet 50 minutes each,
three days a week?
2. Do you want to earn the
minimum wage when your parents
can give you your very own checking
account?
3. Do you actually want to go
out and experience true hard core life
when you can read about it in the
comfort of your college campus?
Well, after your roommate has
answered these questions I believe
you will be able to get his luggage out
of his car because your roommate will
have decided to remain a part of the
largest profession, professional
students.

Evenings 946-9216
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Delta Typing Service
3232 N. El Dorado St.
948-2583
Corner of El Dorado and AlpineWithin walking distance from
Campus.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Please Call For An Appointment

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

433-1763
CENTERS IN MAJOR U.S. CITIES
Rnn-??vi7R?

u. Center Theater

Plan Account from any other checking or savings account
in California.
.
,,
.
, . , ,.
And if you qualify, we also offer a vanety of other banking
services with your needs in mind, like educational loans, btudent
BankAmericard® VISA® And Instant Cash overdraft protection.
So check in with us. You may never have to check anywhere
else.

ment Center

Depend on us. Mote California college students do.,
brol Benton (Junior, COP): Yes.
hall
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PCAA hoop championship
within Tigers'reach
By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Sports Editor

Tiger Ron Cornelius goes for snuff against 49ers.

Volleyballers hard at work
By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Sports Editor

I. Though they finished with an
outstanding record in 1978, the UOP
women's volleyball team still feels
that off-season work is necessary.
Therefore, the girls are com
peting in the AAU structure on an
amateur team called the Cascade
Steelers.
*
The Steelers, so named due to
their sponsor being the president of
the Cascade Steel company in McMindle, Oregon, play approximately
once a month in tournaments
throughout Northern California.
The team will also travel to Oregon
and Los Angeles.
According
to
Dr.
Terry
Liskevych, the Steelers' coach, the
team is concentrating on "working
on teamwork and on different offen
sive and defensive assignments."
The team practices twice weekly,
on Tuesdays and Sundays and is also
hard at work trying to stay in top
physical form.
"The girls are on two types of
programs," Liskevych explained,
"one, they're on a physical con
ditioning program that does not in
volve weight work."
Liskevych continued, "They're
also on a weight training program. 1
think when they started lifting
weights last year, some of the girls
had an adverse feeling towards the
task."
The Steeler coach then explained
the girls don't really mind

"pumping iron" any longer. "Once
they learned they weren't going to
become bulky or weigh more because
of lifting weights or look like Mr.
America specimens, they feel that
weights certainly help them."
Liskevych calls their sponsor,
Bob Klinger, "one of the best (spon
sorships) since I've been associated
with amateur volleyball." Klinger is,
himself, a former AAU most valuable
player as he competed on the
Stockton "Y" team which won the
national championship in 1954 and
1955.
The girls played in a division II
qualifying tournament at Chico State
University on Feb. 4, winning two
games and losing one. The Steelers,
therefore came in second in the tour
ney to qualify for higher play.
The Steelers next tournament is
Feb. 17.
Coach Liskevych does not hide
his optimistic opinion on whether the
Tigers will do well next year.
With all of last year's players
returning and a couple of high school
recruits, the Tigers will return with an
outstanding chance of going
someplace in 1979. Last year, UOP
barely missed a playoff spot in losing
to Stanford at the end of the season.
Liskevych does not hide his op
timism on his team for next year as he
has let it be known that the Tigers are
shooting for a spot in the nationals in
1979 and, possibly, a national cham
pionship the next.
"This is the nucleus of a cham
pionship team," the Pacific coach
has claimed.

After a pair of final-period,
comeback victories against UC-Santa
Barbara and Long Beach State last
week, UOP's Tiger basketball team
looks to be in good shape to come out
of the 1979 season with the PCAA
title.
The Tigers now have sole
possession of first place in the
PCAA. This marks the first time
Pacific has held the top spot since
joining the league in 1971-72. Their
record is now 8-2 to lead Utah State
(8-3) by Vi game and Fresno State (74) by 1 Zi games. Overall, UOP stands
at 12-10..
Pacific defeated UCSB in over
time 71-65 as Tiger guard Terence
Carney scored a career and gamehigh 28 points. Carney sent the game
past the four-quarter mark as he tied
it up with a 30-foot shot with less
than 10 seconds to go in regulation
play.
Scott McGlaughlin paced the
Tigers with nine rebounds and Matt
McGuire led UOP with seven assists.
Besides Carney, double-figure Tigers
were Ron Cornelius (6 2-2 14) and
Matt Waldron (4 2-2 10).
UOP then went on to defeat
Long Beach in another hometown
shocker. The 49ers led by as much as
11 points as late as the third period,
but the persistent Tigers came back to
take the lead 72-71 with a little under
three minutes to'play. The final score
was 78-73.
Carney (20), Cornelius (16),
McGlaughlin (14), Waldron (12) and
McGuire (10) were Pacific's doublefigure men in the victory over the
Niners. Center McGlaughlin once
more led the Tigers in rebounds with
12.

With the victory over LBS, UOP

Pacifican Sports Editor

With all the talk of school team
sports, individual stars in nonintercollegiate athletics receive very
little recognition at UOP.
However, one Bill Canihan, a
freshman at Pacific, deserves some
print; he is ranked among the top ten
alpine skiers in. the Western United
Stales.
Bill has been skiing since the ripe
age of 3'/: years, when in his words,
"my parents forced me into it—but
I'm glad they did."
The Pacific frosh has lived the
last six years in Truekee, California,
tn excellent ski environment. Prior
to residing in Truekee, Canihan lived
n Marin County, from which he had
> travel substantially further to
ach ski territory. At this point Bill
skied only on weekends, maybe
:0 times a year."
Bill commented on his top racing
experiences and performances, "1
competed in weekend races in high
school and won a few of them last
year.
"1 received the coach's award
for high academic and skiing achiev-

ments in my senior," Canihan noted.
"I also went to Sun Valley in 1978 as
a member of the Junior Finals. This
was my first major race and also
probably the highlight of my ski
career up to this point."
Canihan gives his opinions of his
favorite local ski resort, "1 like
Squaw Valley: it's a fantastic moun
tain although it's not taken care
of enough."
Bill also commented
on
Colorado's Sun Valley, "It is the
best 1 have skied. They are very
organized; they take great care of
their slopes. They've really got their
act together."
Bill presently utilizes Rossingol
skis but is, "looking for a new spon
sor for next year. Rossingol tends to
mainly sponsor people in the 11-17
age group."
Of his favorite sport,Bill has
some general comments to make,
"Personally, I enjoy skiing more now
that 1 did seven years ago because I
can see the development I've made."
Canihan, who has placed highly
in tournaments run on World Cup
slopes, noted, "There's a lot more to
skiing than packing up on Friday and
hitting the moguls on Saturday.
"There is always room for im

season.
Statistically, in the PCAA, in
games through Feb. 5, UOP leads in
free throw pet. with a .723 mark.
The Tigers rank fifth in offense, field
goal pet. and rebounds and third in
defense and scoring margin.
Individually, Carney (15.7 point
average) is ranked fifth in overall
scoring among all PCAA players,
while Cornelius is ranked tenth. In
PCAA games, Carney is averaging
15.6 points per game, once more
good enough for fifth in player stan
dings.
McGuire leads the Tigers and the
PCAA jn free throw pet. with a .882
mark and also leads UOP with in
field goal pet. at .565. Cornelius
leads UOP with 9.8 rebounds per
game and Carney is averaging 3.7
assists per game to pace the squad.
Waldron was awarded the PSAPCAA Player of the Week for his
performances (38 points, 16 rebounds,
9 assists) in last week's dual home vic
tories.
UOP will continue its pursuit of
the title when-they meet UC-Irvine (37 in PCAA) Feb. 17 at 8:05 at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Irvine has yet to ever defeat the
Tigers (in three meetings), as UOP
defeated UCI 64-54 on Jan. 18.
However, the Anteaters shocked
second-place Utah State last week by
handing them a defeat.
The Tigers will meet Utah State
and San Jose State on the road next
week to wind up regular season play.
They will then travel to Anaheim to
participate in the PCAA tournament,
March 1-3.

Baseball continues
winning ways
By Bob Lavenstein
Pacifican Sports Writer

Playing strong and alert
baseball, the Tiger baseball team beat
the USF Dons on a Saturday
doubleheader February 10, at Billy
Hebert Park, 6-4 and 3-2. At USF on
Friday, th? two teams played to an 88 standstill before darkness set in.
The game will be continued March 23
preceding a scheduled 3:00 game bet
ween the same teams.
In the 8-8 confrontation on
Friday, USF, having scored 3 runs in
the first inning and 5 more in the fifth
inning off starter Rich Leahy, took
an 8-4 lead into the ninth inning. The
Tigers weren't to be denied though,
as they scored four times on three
hits. Also noteworthy of the game
was a two run eighth inning, which
featured Walt Poole's 14th career

UOP has a World Class skier
By Kevin Bartram

extended its win streak to five straight
games and its home court win string
to 13 consecutive contests.
The
Tigers have now won 34 of their last
46 home PCAA matches and the 1978
edition became the first Pacific squad
to defeat Long Beach twice in one

provement as your peers are also con
stantly developing with age,"
Canihan explained, "skiing is a great
sport as far as technical requirements
go."
The avid skier does have strong
aspirations for the future, as he
stated, "I chose school over skiing,
but if I got promoted to a higher
level, I'd quit school for two years (in
hopes of advancing to world or
Olympic competition)."

home run.
Shortstop
Rob
Brzezinski
walked to lead off UOP's half of the
inning and RBI hits by Stan Rogers
and Roy Gaebel gave the Tigers their
runs. USF grabbed a 3-2 lead in the
fifth with back to back doubles, a line
drive single and a sacrifice fly. UOP
stormed back by scoring four runs in
the sixth inning for the insurmoun
table six fun total. Brzezinski led off
with a walk and scored on a few
errors, while Steve Green found him
self at second base.
Roy Gaebel
singled Green home, and scored him
self on a towering triple to deep centerfield by leftfielder Greg Plant.
Poole followed and bounced a ball
past the firstbaseman to drive in the
Tiger's sixth run.
Brzezinski led off with a walk
and scored on a few erros, while Steve
Green found himself at second base.
Roy Gaebel singled Green home, and
scored himself on a towering triple to
deep centerfield by leftfielder Greg
Plant. Poole followed and bounced a
ball past the firstbaseman to drive in
the Tigers sixth run.
Dan Swanson, coming off six in
nings of holding Sacramento State to
only one hit, continued to pitch fine,
limiting the Dons to two runs and five
hits in the nightcap. The second half
of a doubleheader is normally played
for seven innings, but the Tigers
needed an eighth inning rally to pull
out the 3-2 victory. In the eighth,
Steve Green grounded a one out
single up the middle, and pinchrunner
William Lymos stole second base and
scored when Stan Rogers doubled up
the alley in rightfield.
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oh n
Reds manager,
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have that other
quality after
exhibit some unique
CA,,,U1V "Ttn take the place of one of
P
beinghned o ake
the all-time winmngest
Sparky Anderson.

-those are
Fairness and honesty
John McNamara's wrongest assets

_f those two cnarac
and because ot those two
ri
tics
not
to
mention the simple
te s
fact that he knows baseball, he wa
awarded one of the most prest.gious
positions in the game.
The Reds manager, a Sacram to native and a resident there in the
off-season, is at home for a couple of
weeks before he must: travel to
Florida on February 20 for the
24
opening of Spring training. (Feb

John McNamara
for pitchefs and catchers and March I
for all other players). The 46-yearold McNamara just recently returned
from Licey, Santo Domingo, where
he managed his winter ball team to a
fourth place finish, just short of a
playoff spot.
McNamara coached tor the
America League
California Angels
in 1978 and prior to that, managed
Oakland in 1969 and part of 1970.
He has spent more time on National
League clubs, though as he spent all
or part of three years coaching the
Giants and managed San Diego a lit
tle over three seasons.
"It is good to be back in the
National League," McNamara
stated. "I know the NL better after
having spent more time working in it.
I don't feel there's any superiority as
both have outstanding players, but
the National is more balanced. The
two expansion clubs and the DH in
the American weaken the league."
McNamara realizes that his new
team, the Reds need help. "1 think
that the biggest thing the ball club has
to do is to strengthen their pitching
staff and to develop a couple of the
younger pitchers that have been on
the staff," the Red manager noted.
"If Cincinnati has been deficient in
one area, it's been in the development
of their young pitchers. And I'm
going to try to find out why."
McNamara re-emphasized his
position on the Red's pitching
weaknesses. "My primary goal is to
come up with a couple of young pit
chers behind (Tom) Seaver, (Bill)
Bonhan and (Fred) Norman." He ex
plained, "They would come out of
our young pitchers; LaCosse, Hume,
Moskaw, Soto and Sarmiento. Out
of those people we have something to
really go after."
With long-time Red Pete Rose
departed to Philadelphia, McNamara
has a hole to fill at third base. The
chief candidate is Ray Knight.
Pete
Rose
is
a
great
player-he's going to be in the Hall
hL TC' ,BUt l' 35 3 mana8er> never
had the pleasure of having him play
beh"!!
' l0°k 3t il' 1 Can t look
behind me, at what Rose was to the
Reds, 1 have to look ahead and find a
replacement for him," McNamara
Rented and with a determined air
added, and that's exactly what I'm
111
enino to do.»>
going
Of Knight, McNamara
nothing but praise.

he's young, he's only 25 anri t
very good fielder."
As far as other holes tok.
on the Reds are concert^1
Namara feels there are none
other seven positions ar'e '
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without being egotistical."
McNamara found it difficu||
analyze the teams his Reds will
competing with in the Nation
League West as he was absent [It
that league last year and a hai'
However, he did make a few#
ments on his opponents. "The Gia:
have helped themselves. Piidt
wise they are very strong and*
(Jack) Clark coming on for tkt
they're tough."
McNamara u
ceded, "Of course, the Dodgers;
going to be right there. How*
tpe loss of Tommy John will me;
who knows?
The Reds manager feels strot;
about a quality which he happens,
excell in—honesty and truth. E
feels that telling the truth is ones.
to stray from conflicts. "Nobs
likes to hear that they're deficit!
but if you tell them the truth, the;
know what you're talking about
He stated, "Most people want to lit
the truth.. You just have to say this
how it's going to be. It's not going
change, this it it."
McNamara, w ho never played
the big leagues, though he caught:
nine minor league seasons, f
numerous highlights in his baser,
career, which he explained. "Co*
to the big leagues as a coach#:
Oakland certainly was a tremendc
experience. My first managing)1
and winning the division on theh
day of the season with the Ci®
were other high points."
He continued, "Now this ItReds job) is the biggest thrill,!"'
that the organization is probably1
of the most conservative in theco.
try."
He rated the Yankees, Dodge
Red Sox and Reds as the 1
organizations in the majors.
McNantara, as most ot'
baseball people, was very sufp'c
by his sudden hiring. But as RJ
General Manager, Dick Wagjj
pointed out, "We needed a >e'
who has good communication *
all his players."
In this coming baseballse ,
keep an eye on the Reds; desP'te
loss of Rose, they're still going10
Sirf
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Cincinnati like never before.
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Johti McNamara can help it?
going places in 1979.
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bad guy myself," he mention,
without a boastful tone, "l'vego,..
The
i"1
where 1 am by being myself and;
going to continue to operate [ organization,
way. My ways couldn't have fe. cookbook in \
either or 1 wouldn't have the; t0 help feed 1

Pacifican Sports Writer

The doubleheader sweep pushed
the Tiger's league mark to above .500
at 3-2. That mark will be posted
against the defending league cham
pion Santa Clara Broncos today and
tomorrow at Billy Hebert Park.

,cif'ca
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The Women's team also suffered

their first loss of the year last ^(|
day to the University of Nevadaby a score of 6-3.
V
It
**
Coach Graham said,
v«y tight match and it *aS
frustrating to lose after being s<j ,
to Victory. We need more
stinct to close out a match when (
ahead." He added, "It was onj
third match, however, so hop£ .
w'll come. It was definitely 8°
Perience for the team."
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Paper making for
studio and classroom use will be of-

CARE cookbook offered
jhe

international
charity
organization, CARE, is offering a
cookbook in which proceeds will go
B help feed hungry people all over
the world.
The cookbook, titled "We Care
Cookbook," includes 300 oldfashioned
recipes
from
the
ariy 1800s through the early 1900s.
Written by Bob and Sonja Reed
of Saratoga, the cookbook provides
tfney to feed 3000 children a high
protein liquid lunch for each copy
To order the cookbook send
$3.18 plus $.45 postage to: We Care
Cookbook, 18581 McFarland Ave.,
Saratoga, CA 95070.

Computer major added
Anew major in computer science
is being added to the College of the
Pacific curriculum for the 1979-80
school year.
According to Mathematics
Department Chairman William
Topp, the new major will tie the
programming aspect of computer
science with the engineering aspect of
the field.
"We should break down the
hardware-software dichotomy," said
Topp. He defines the hardware ot
the field to be engineering and the
software to be programming.
Without both aspects, he says,
it's comparable to having either a
icchanic who can't drive or a driver
*ho doesn't
understand
the

low this- (i' ,e
I thrill, being
probably one
. in the coun-
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tended education program.

as an

in a professional environment, he
added.
Turner said that if any student is
interested in any aspect of radio,
from being a disc jockey to an
engineer, they should stop by his of
fice located in the quonset building
facing the University Center.
"There are lots of opportunities
at the station and you don't have to
be a communication major...you just
have to have an interest," he said.
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Stockton
artist
Chisato
Watanabe will direct the course,
which will meet from 7 to 10 p.m.
March 2 and 9, and from 8 to 5 p.m
on Saturday, March 10. One unit of
extension credit will be available.
The workshop will introduce
students to the basic paper making
materials and equipment, the fun
damentals of dipping, couching,
pressing and drying paper, and a
review ol the history of paper making
trom its origin in the Orient to its
current significance in today's art
world.
Ms. Watanabe is a painter and
printmaker who teaches at Delta
College and has been involved in art
shows at Delta and UOP in recent
years.
For more information on the
course call the UOP Extended
Education Office at 946-2264.

KUOP makes plans
New KUOP Station Manager
Mike Turner's plans for the future
center around the construction of
KUOP's new facility in the southwest
wing of North Hall.
Turner said, "We just completed
the floor plan for the new station and
are in the process of finalizing plans
for remodeling what used to be the
Communicative Disorders Depart
ment in North Hall.
"We received a H.E.W. grant
for $80,000 that will be used for ad
ditional equipment in the new
facility," he said.
Turner said the remodeled
building will house completely new
offices, studios and other special
facilities that the current station is
lacking. The plan for the first and
second floors is expected to be com
plete in late spring.
"One special area will be used
for student training," said Turner.
"We are trying to gear some of the
operation to allow students to partici
pate in the station more.
"It's a tremendous practical ex
perience for them to be able to work

Dr. Raymond M. Quock of the
University of the Pacific School of
Pharmacy faculty has received a
$13,775 grant to conduct research in
the area of Parkinson's disease.
This nervous system disease af

fects approximately one miHion
people in this country annually, and it
strikes mainly senior citizens.
Quock will be trying to deter
mine if the drug Naloxone, which is
currently used to counter the effects
of such narcotics as heroin and mor
phine, can be used to treat Par
kinson's disease.
The 18-month study will be fun-,
ded by the American Parkinson Dis
ease Association in New York City.
Quock, who has been doing re
search work in this area for the past
eight years, has been a UOP phar
macy school faculty member in the
physiology-pharmacology field since
1975.

in the Pacifican office by 5 p.m.
Friday, one week before publication

MEN!—WOMEN!
Jobs on Ships!

American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. World-wide
American: Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX
Dept. E-l Box 2049 Port Angeles
Washington 98362

University Book Store
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Now In Paperback!

THE PLAGUE DOGS!

Chic to casual...
we have all of the
latest fashion frames.

LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR VJSION PROBLEMS

by Richard Adams
author of

USE YOUR CHARGE

WATERSHIP DOWN

G. BARNARD WILSON, O.D.
OPTOMETRIST

20% off

CONTACT LENSES
Let us fit you with conventional contact
lenses, come in for e complete followup and we will give you a second pair at
NO EXTRA CHARGE!!!

951-0498

|

ONE WEEK ONLY Feb. 16-22

WEBERSTOWN
MALL
WEE
SEARS LOWER LEVEL
SEA

Reg $2.75

Sale $2.20

nm
The Great Argentus Rush of '79!
• New precious metal alloy
for class rings!
• Costs far less than gold!
• Josten's stakes claim'^
• Special
introductory

prices on White Argentus and
new, Yellow Argentus!
• Includes free deluxe
options and Josten's Full
Lifetime Warranty!

if
•.mllltiiiiiniiiMiih-

wsm

»

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
WHITE ARGENTUS now

$59.95
limited time only

NEW! YELLOW ARGENTUS now

$in OFF
limited time only

Only during the following times when your Josten's representative
will be on campus.

TER
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University Bookstore
Feb.
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r ew. 20 ^
Time 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

University Book Store
Ulti.cr.il> CcW.r • Stock!... C* M2II •
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Steve Stapleton

By Susan PiH«w

UOP Trekkie consultant for 'Trek conventions
By Sharon Fox
Pacifican Editor-in-Chief

When filming of "Star Trek"
episodes ended in 1969, 11-year-old
Steve Stapleton cried.
But six years later, at age 17, the
"Trekkie" managed to smile again
when he became a partner in Sum
mation Associates, a company that
until a year ago put on conventions
for thousands of "Star Trek" fans.
Although Summation Associates
no longer sponsors conventions, the
21-year-old College of the Pacific
senior still keeps close to the "Trek"
by working as a part-time consultant
for a bigger "Star Trek" cor
poration.
Having read each of the 169
television episodes of "Star Trek" at
least a dozen times, Stapleton has a
background for his position with

1979

Space...The Final Frontier Inc.
The corporation sponsors
"Trekkie" conventions worldwide
and is owned by Terry Terman, a
man described by Stapleton as
"wealthy enough to do what he wants.

(STAR) Sacramento Club, before
they began their college studies at
various universities.
Although Stapleton works
periodically at conventions, the
theater-management major said he's
"trying to get into other areas besides

Stapleton said he made an
agreement with Terman in December
1976 to stop putting on Summation
Associate conventions and instead
consult for the Frontier gatherings.
The decision to stop sponsoring
conventions under Summation
Associates was based on two fac
tors—the high cost of hiring per
sonalities and the fact that cor
poration members were attending
colleges all over the country.
Stapleton said the five cor
poration members met while serving
on the convention committee of the
Star Trek Association for Revival

Steve Stapleton with Tribble

Photo by Mike Allen

National qualifier
attracts reps from
28 schools to UOP
Students from 28 universities all
over the state will be here today and
tomorrow for the national qualifying
individual event forensic tournament.
The event, which is open to the
public, is the first national qualifying
tourney for individual events ever to
be held at UOP.
"lt is one of the few activities
that brings to our campus all of the
top
schools—Stanford,
U.C.
Berkeley, U.S.C., U.C.L.A. and
Claremont," said Dr. Paul Winters,
acting director of UOP forensics.
"It is also the only activity in
which UOP can compete with all the
top universities in country on the
same level," he added.
To qualify for the national tour
nament, students must win a first,
second or third place in any event at
the UOP tournament or they must
have won a first, second or third

place award at three previous tour
naments that had at least 16 con
testants.
Communication Arts major
Diana Davenport has aleady qualified
for the national tournament in per
suasion. Davenport was one of the
three UOP students to compete in the
national tourney last school year.
Individual events will be held all
day Saturday.
Headquarters for the tourney
will be in the Gold Room in Anderson
Hall.
Hosted by UOP, the tourney is
coordinated by Dr. Mike Kelley of
California State University, Los
Angeles, and the National Individual
Events Tournament committee.
The two-day tournament will
end at an awards ceremony at 5:30
p.m. in the Long Theater.

Alumni Programs

'Star Trek.' "
One of the reasons he is moving
away from "Star Trek" may be that
space exploration on television and in
the movie industry also is moving in
another direction.
"Star Wars" and "Battlestar
Galactica" are leading the new trend
in video space exploration, and
Stapleton is as tuned in to the new
shows as he has been to "Star Trek."
"The 10 years between "Star
Trek' and 'Star Wars' in terms of
technology has been used well," he
said. "The new shows have the same
texture and feel as 'Star Trek,' but
they have a new emphasis.
"I expect 'Battlestar Galactica'
will have as much fandom as 'Star
Trek' has," he added.
Stapleton said the peak of the
"Trekkie" movement will be next
summer when Paramount releases a
full-length "Star Trek" movie. After
the movie, he expects "Star Trek"
furor will fade.
"The Star Trek movement is
going to have its last hurrah with the
movie," he predicted.
Stapleton anticipates a broader
science-fiction movement wHl start
and he plans to be part of it.
Stapleton said Terman has made
tentative plans to change the name of
his corporation to a more general
title.
Meanwhile, Space...The Final
Frontier put on 30 conventions
around the world this summer with
the help of consultants like Stapleton.
There's still money in the "Star
Trek" business, too.
Stapleton
estimated the profit for each conven
tion is $12,000 to $17,000.
Tickets for the shows range from
$3.50 to $5 and, depending upon the
capacity of the auditorium housing
the conventions, thousands of
"Trekkies" flock to the events to get
a peek at "Star Trek" personalities
and to keep in touch with the science
fiction world.
Stapleton said the conventions
are, "a come and be entertained
thing." They include speeches and
question-and-answer sessions led by
stars from "Star Trek." In addition,
current science fiction films and old
"Star Trek" episodes are shown and
there are computer displays and con
cessions with space related items for
sale.
The scene at one convention in-

eluded:
'Star Trek's" Bruce Hyde (En
sign Reilly) and Nichele Nichols (Lt.
Uhuru) entertained a large audience
in the main auditorium while in
another room the film, "The Day t e
Earth Stood Still" was being shown,
and in yet another room people were
viewing "2001: ASpaceOydessey."
After those programs, two
autograph lines were formed and
james Doohan (Scotty) and Nichols
met, one at a time, some of their most

By Tracy Riddle
Initiating friendships is a natural
part of life at a university, just as
aiding friends in their effort to keep
in touch after graduation is a natural
function for an alumni program.
That's the message Kara Brewer,
director of UOP alumni-parent

programs, would like to get across to
students before they graduate from
UOP.
Brewer is continually designing
and organizing events and programs
that bring alumni back to campus,
and in her effort she is assisted by a
board of directors, which is made up
of members of the UOP Alumni

The impact
and

(cont. from pg. one)
of Rain," Burt feels, that he has
become much more aware of the
mistakes that he makes in his
writings. "It will be interesting to see
if I can get another book published,"
he said.
"I find myself tossing more of

Association.
Among the programs Brewer
coordinates is Homecoming. During
homecoming weekend in the fall,
various class reunions are set up un
der the direction of the Alumni of
fice.
Another program coordinated
by Brewer is Alumni Fellows Day.
The day-long event, which will be
held March 17, provides an oppor
tunity for UOP students to meet UOP
alumni who have gained prominent
positions in their respective fields.
"Students can gain important in
sights from these alumni," said
Brewer. "The alumni can translate
their professional experience into
what they know are Pacific values."
UOP alumni program also in
cludes Pacific Clubs, which are
locally based groups all over the state
and certain parts of the nation which
encourage alumni and perspective
students to gather.
Brewer said, "Local alumni are
excellent in recruiting students, and
by developing programs like these,
enthusiasm and support is generated
and the UOP campus is greatly affec
ted."
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Throughout the day's activities,
concessionaires lines the walls of the
auditorium. The merchants sold film
clips, slides, models of the Enterprise
and various Klingon vessels, buttons,
caps, antennas, jewelry, holographs,
posters, t-shirts, UFO finders, deeds
to property on the moon, wood car
vings of Trek scenes, stationery,
books and "tribbles."
"Tribbles,"
explained
Stapleton, are round, fuzzy little
animals who are born pregnant land
have an average litter of eight every
12 hours.
The three-inch diameter "trib
bles" were the subject of a "Star
Trek" episode called "The Trouble
With Tribbles."
Stapleton said one of the most
popular features at the conventions
are the blooper reels. The reels are a
collection of comic film clips with
mistakes made while filming the
original "Star Trek" episodes.
As a life goal, Stapleton wants to
replace Kurt Herbert Adler as general
manager of the San Francisco Opera.
In the meantime, he plans to at
tend Columbia University to obtain
a master's degree and then would like
to manage a small town company.
"I can't sing, dance, act or write,
but I like to organize things so other
people can do it," he said.
When asked how he felt when he
first started the corporation,
Stapleton said, "I was 17 and very
scared."
But Stapleton, and the other
corporation members, were making
$1000 per convention.
He recalled, "During the heyday
of the company, we tended to spend
our money on things like flying to
other conventions all over the coun
try.
"We also spent a lot of money
keeping ourselves comfortable," said
Stapleton.
Stapleton said he probably
knows the "Star Trek" TV shows
"better than the actors and actresses
that did them."

Martin Burt's poetry

Finding UOP students after graduation
Pacifican Staff Writer

Pacifica" ManagingEd',or

my work than I did before the
publication. I plan to always write to
my satisfaction not that of my
audience. I hope to become a part of
a popularizing poetry. I want people
to enjoy poetry without thinking that
it is intellectual or corny."
Burt encourages other writers to
look into having their works
published. "I think many of the
published works have been hanging
on to the Peter's Principle (In a
hierarchy every employee tends to rise
to his or her level of incompetence),
with many exceptions of course.
What is really good has not yet been
published.
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distribution for weekend tnpsFrom now on only formal hall fun
ctions involving at least eight studen
will be provided with food to take
°ff ^Tirbrook emphasizes" that the
food quality will not be affected y
the budget cuts. "We have a lot of
cuts to make. Whether or not can
do it, I don't know. But we will no
mess around with food quality.
Food waste is one of the areas
being looked into as a possible aid to
the problem.
Food conservation
will
week, beginning Monday,

depend on student particiPa(i
Pati
Manager of Grace Cove|i *,
hall, Bob Woodward, is hJi
the food conservation crno,.. t
effort to make students aware
much of their money is bein ' \/la
on the food that they throw; *
"We estimate that <
the neighborhood of
student is wasted each year,?
figure includes food that is
away us well as c h i n a w a ^ j j
and silverware that are not ret^
At the beginning of this yJ1
cording to Woodward, f0Qd
had to spend $18,000 to rep|ac/
that was taken last year. «i
hrt,"
remarked
W0od »
"especially considering that
saving only $16,000 by closing,
on weekends this semester." ^
The policy allowing H
second helpings will still rem^
feet. "But," says Woodwar/
hope that students will become
conscientious about not taking,
they won't eat, and coming
desserts after they have eaten,
meal.
During food conservation,
all the food that comes back
trays will be weighed. Wood^
he hopes to see improvement j
amount of food being wasted,
the beginning of the week wearJL
ting back 200 lbs. per day in j
we hope by the end of the week ii,f
be down to 50 lbs. per day."
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Feather River schoapro
(cont. from pg. one)
scenic location at the site of the Old
Feather River Inn in Blairsden,
California.
"I wish more people
could see the kids that we're making a
difference with."
Dr. Robert Dash of the Univer
sity's Modern Language Department
taught at Feather River during a
special program last summer and
elaborated on McKeown's descrip
tion. "It was a marvelous experien
ce," he said in reference to the sum
mer camp program.
"You just couldn't ask for a bet
ter location.
The surrounding
provided a natural lab for the kids.
There was a lot of practical ap
plication of what they were learning
in their biology and ecology classes."
Dash spoke of the dedicated par
ticipation of UOP and Feather River
faculty members at the summer
camp. He went on to describe the in
volvement of the prep school faculty
in running the facility. "They are a
well-prepared, well-respected faculty.
"They are badly paid even by
prep-school standards, which are
notoriously low.
And their
dedication is tremendous.
Many
have all night duties supervising
student housing."
Even in considering the many
positive aspects of the Feather River
School, Dash was able to point out
reasons for the closing. "The living
facilities are, for the moment,
adequate, but there is a lack of
academic facilities."
A library

badly needed, he says, ucwausti
old one is "an accumulation
throw-aways
from other
stitutions.
"My personal feeling," ^
eluded Dash, "is that I'm very a
ASUOP El
to see it close. I had hopes foriIlerway as stut
survive, and I thought it had possi: (|1(, po'ns Tuesc
ities as a feeder school for the Unit ( ho()se the ru
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president.
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toward the University's decisioi flavues Bank, 1
"People here are upset," »wdyL:Kod.Ke>
M c K e o w n , " W e f e e l w e haven't 1*' k u r t
Anagi
given a fair chance, and more # unoposed for
that, we feel that the prep seta seat and Join
being sacrificed in order to clear, registered cam
the financial situation in Stocktot publication bo
She mentioned the attempt
Two posi
students' parents and alumni ton publications h
enough money to put the school t|it|aU, cou|(| p
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order to keep it open. "However,: ()| the seats.
University seems to be more;.
There vvi
terested in large land developers Jums on the b
Fairbrook mentioned one hall ASUOP prop<
three quarters of a million dollars: ant| t|1(, other
viable selling price.
. 5
" W e s t r o n g l y feel thai
University's original intention
taking over Feather River are It
questionable," com men11
McKeown in reference to the aid |
of money involved.
7
The
University, ho*£'
promised no more than an effot'1
keep Feather River open, and"
tends that it must sell the
because of lack of enrollment *
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financial considerations.

Ease the pain,
test to music
CPS — If you want to do well on
a test, maybe you should take it while
listening to music.
Dr. B. Everard Blanchard of
Chicago's DePaul University says
that students who listen to music
while filling out their test books
generally are less anxious and get
higher grades than those who don't
have music in their classrooms.
According to Zodiac New Ser
vice, Blanchard divided 254 DePaul
students with similar academic skills
into three groups. He gave them all
an exam, but had one group labor in
silence while another group listened
to classical music, and a third group
heard rock music.
The two groups listening to
music, it turned out, had lower blood
pressure and pulse rates during the
test than the students who didn't hear
music. They also ended up with
higher grades on the test.
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